1. Social
   a. Jump Cville after RodCouncil
   b. Echols vs Rodman is in the works
   c. Some other bonding event (Rodmans at large)
   d. Rodman dinner
      i. Still finding a place

2. Advising
   a. DotL
      i. Heavy Rodman signups going into spring break
      ii. Entrepreneurship and research panel
          1. Sreems: try to schedule more than just one
          2. Will be contacted individually by Ben and Matt
   b. After meeting, expect sign up for Rodman pen pals
      1. with prospectives
      2. explain our love
   c. Grad school panel next Friday
      i. Confirmed 4 or 5 professors

3. Communications
   a. RodSem pics-- please send Joey (jkh4uq@virginia.edu)
   b. Weekly lunch fellowship
      i. Cat and Katie are planning it
   c. Rodman calling--- cancelled this week; Naveed is setting up the next date

4. Cat
   a. Look out for signup sheet for a seminar Jean is setting up to teach first-years
      about different engineering majors
   b. Contact Cat with questions

5. Matt
   a. Concert in his basement next Wednesday at 9 lookout for stuff on Rodchat